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Abstract 

The Indian economic system, that's one of the quickest developing economies within the international, is also 

strengthening its ties to digitization. The development of digitization and the associated development of electronic 

commerce have had a big impact on society's productiveness and socio-monetary situation. The strengthen of 

technology and the records and understanding it generates help to set the boundaries of the development of 

civilization and manner of lifestyles vital for the improvement of the countrywide financial system. Digitization 

is a global phenomenon affecting employment and financial progress in all nations. Studies have proven a link 

between the rate of digitization and job increase and returns to scale. A key detail of the effect of digitization is 

human capital and some electronic advertising and marketing packages. In addition, the massive Indian 

marketplace of over a billion people, 600 million of whom are beneath the age of 20, contributes to the united 

states of America's sizeable consumer electricity. The wide variety of humans the usage of the Internet is also 

developing swiftly and systematically. Due to the superb and continuous boom in Internet users, there may be 

full-size capacity that entrepreneurs can take advantage of all of these changes cause a tectonic surprise inside the 

relationship between clients and businesses if a balance isn't located in virtual marketing strategy. The consumer 

demands and consumption patterns are changing and client dreams are growing. How entrepreneurs strategize to 

combine new and traditional media will decide the future path of digital advertising. 

Keywords: Digital Marketing (DM), Digital Business (DB), Digital Economy (DE), Digital Technology and 

Rural Marketing, Digital UPI (Unified Payments Interface), M-Commerce 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Digital technology is understood as the devices, systems, devices and resources that process 

and distribute information digitally. These include, but are not limited to, interoperable 

frameworks, cloud computing, social networking, applications, multimedia, productivity 

software, online gaming, and other mobile devices. The era of digital marketing first changed 

in the 1990s. In the 2000s and 2010s, digital advertising and marketing became a very modern 

means of generating deep and relevant advertising to consumers. While virtual advertising 

didn't come into use until the 1990s, digital advertising and marketing itself has its roots in the 

mid-1980s, while Soft Ad Group, now Net Channel, developed advertising campaigns in which 
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people sent reply postcards to readers who were published in magazines and multimedia were 

discovered.  

disks recovered The National Democratic Alliance's (NDA) push to sell digitization over the 

past five years has been widely welcomed by a select few industries, including transportation, 

food and retail. The introduction of digitization has not only brought new growth to Indian 

companies, but  also created opportunities for foreign agencies  to enter the Indian market. The 

local transport was included in the transport company. Ola started merging local taxi companies 

and overtook Uber and Meru to become India's largest taxi employer. The advent of the food 

delivery system in recent years has been something unique and has made mealtime access much 

easier. Zomato took the lead early on, but Uber Eats, an Uber corporation, handled execution. 

 

2. OBJECTIVES  

• To promote recent innovative trends in digital marketing in India. 

• To aware about the growth of Digital Business in India. 

• To impact of Indian Economy in raising digital Business  

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

This research technique evidently describes the digital marketplace. The secondary statistics 

collection approach became used. The beneficial facts used in this look at became accrued from 

a diffusion of assets, inclusive of multiple websites and previously published clinical 

publications.  

Data for this book became accrued using techniques and secondary sources, which includes 

journals, articles, libraries, and journals. Carried out the statistics analysis on the publicly 

available annual reviews of numerous e-trade businesses. The statistics amassed from 

applicable research initiatives and the researcher's descriptive approach have been analyzed.  

The purchaser journey is frequently represented with the aid of a series of touch-points that 

customers come into contact with in the course of the buying method. The patron experience 

is a dynamic process.  

Customer journey modeling has one aim: to attain clients on the moments which have the 

greatest impact on their choices, while consumers are open to influence: touch-points. 

Marketers are constantly looking for moments and factors that have an effect on purchase 

reason. Touch-points had been recognized from the marketing funnel for years (Figure 1). This 

traditional marketing funnel is also referred to as the AIDA framework: interest-interest-

choice-action. 
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Fig:1 The Traditional Marketing Funnel 

Source: from Internet  

 

4. RECENT TRENDS IN DIGITAL MARKETING 

 i) Content Marketing  

To the any successful digital advertising and marketing campaign should comprise unique and 

precious content. In 2015, businesses will appearance to personalized content marketing to 

growth ROI and improve sales. Just like in 2015, we have already seen that present-day search 

engine optimization focuses on one-to-one content marketing. With seventy-five% of CEOs 

believing that personalized content material advertising is the future of on line marketing, 

customized content advertising and marketing campaigns could be extremely important for all 

advertising and marketing agencies.  

With a tailored content marketing plan, corporations leverage an expansion of channels to force 

natural consequences and growth consumer engagement. To attain the right target market at the 

right time, marketers are possibly to use specific and personalized content material advertising 

techniques. With this mindset, enterprise owners additionally want to take into account that 

content material advertising and marketing is an ongoing interest that requires near tracking 

and effects-orientated planning, not a one-off or day-lengthy process. Co-introduction, where 

brands create content together with their customers, is one of the  

's maximum latest trends. Brands can boom consumer loyalty and generate a advantageous 

emblem photo through taking note of the voice of consumers and empowering customers to 

create content.  

ii) Visual Marketing  

Also, beginning in 2016, manufacturers will take delivery of new types of content material, 

especially visual content material. Companies that are already using visuals have observed that 

they growth engagement. Next year can be special again as Google movements ahead with 

SERP video ads, mimicking Facebook and Twitter, that have lengthy used auto play motion 

pictures. This suggests that visitors are becoming more receptive to online video commercials, 

in order to result in more video ads being watched throughout all channels. Info-graphics, data 
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visualization, and social media systems like Instagram and Pinterest will have a more effect on 

content material marketing processes as extra organizations discover the attraction of visible 

advertising. Additionally, manufacturers are more willing than ever to collaborate with visual 

influencers. 

iii) Mobile Marketing  

As cell utilization eclipsed computer site visitors in 2015, Google updated its set of rules to 

make cell-pleasant pages more seen in seek consequences. That's why mobile-friendly sites are 

crucial, and Google says it's perfectly perfect to have a cellular-most effective web page 

without a corresponding computer version. The year app indexing will result in an app 

explosion is next yr.  

Customers can easily find and get right of entry to it as well as the content material of the site 

via the hunt effects. Even though apps won't completely replace web sites for many years to 

come back, they may play an critical role in cellular techniques as they are more person-

friendly, handy and on hand. Now is a great time for entrepreneurs to begin thinking about not 

handiest developing their apps, however also indexing them and increasing their normal mobile 

publicity. 

iv) Effective Ways of Digital Marketing 

Plan: Create a based plan and roadmap by analyzing your ache points and current possibilities 

to increase leads and online income.  

Manage: Review your advertising efforts so you recognize what to cognizance on for quick 

wins that make a distinction.  

Optimize: Learn high-quality practices and achievement elements to attain higher outcomes.  

It isn't any exaggeration to say that you live in a digital international and from this factor of 

view a confident presence of your agency in the virtual area is essential. Essentially, virtual 

advertising is the destiny of marketing within the international with delivered benefits like less 

expensive and greater measurable advertising. We listing the exceptional ways to apply virtual 

media to unfold the phrase and increase conversions for any startup or enterprise. 

Mobile Marketing  

The internet site, apps and content material are optimized for mobile gadgets. The wide variety 

of cellular users is increasing day by day and it is the only advertising and marketing medium.  

Interactive Marketing  

Make sure your marketing method engages the prospect within the conversation. According to 

the survey, fifty-five % of respondents pick steady communication with the corporations they 

buy from; and 89% felt extra dependable to the employer while asked for their opinion. Use 

gear like widgets and optionally available functions to make your site interactive, gather 

remarks, and song person conduct. Actively talk with customers and tailor offers based on their 

choices and browsing pastime.  
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Email Marketing  

When you electronic mail a commercial message to a listing of ability customers, this approach 

is known as e-mail advertising. Effective email advertising and marketing software lets in you 

to keep separate mailing lists based on multiple factors, which include your customers' likes 

and dislikes, in addition to spending behavior. Remember to ship personalized emails. 

Facilitates build agree with. However, keep in mind that electronic mail advertising can also 

be considered spam and is illegitimate through regulation in approximately countries. 

v) The Importance of Digital Marketing  

Below are the subsequent meanings:  

24/7 availability: Digital advertising presents a platform for numerous buyers and sellers 

where a customer can purchase more than one services and products 24/7 . Likewise, in case 

you need to buy it from physical stores or outlets, you may only purchase them throughout 

regular commencing hours, which additionally influences customers' expert and personal 

existence.  

Growth rate of impulse purchases: Digital marketing creates demand for services and 

products within the minds of customers, which in the long run increases the boom price of 

impulse purchases. Nowadays, clients have a tendency to store online in preference to 

physically going to the stores/salons.  

Personalize gives for clients: Digital advertising and marketing collects customer statistics 

and creates a portfolio of buy history based totally on clients' options, which facilitates the 

retailer to provide their products and services accurately.  

One-to-One Marketing: Digital advertising permits your clients to buy or sell products and 

services anywhere in the international without commencing a bodily point of sale. It provides 

a platform via which buyers and sellers round the world hook up with every different. 
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5. ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL MARKETING 

Digital Marketing Benefits:  

• Digital Marketing Benefits. Global Reach. Lower fees. Measurable effects. 

Personalization.Open up new markets. Common forex.  

Disadvantages of Digital Marketing:  

• Skills and Education. Long. High opposition.Complaints and Notices. Security and 

Privacy Issues.  

Strength and Weakness of Digital Marketing in E-commerce 

Strength Weakness 

• Easy to navigate and reach more audiences at a lower 

cost.  

• Campaigns can be set up easily and more specifically to 

meet the needs of our company.  

• As industry becomes increasingly dependent on the 

internet, it enables businesses to connect with people on 

a larger scale.  

• Save a lot of money compared to traditional advertising 

and the cheapest and most environmentally friendly way 

of marketing that is not worth a lot of money. 

• High chances of digital marketing campaigns failing 

due to the combination of many unique advertising 

opportunities.  

• Keep up to date with new trends and technologies. 

• Desire for thorough knowledge of the changes and 

needs of human behavior.  

• If your brand or product does not currently meet what 

customers want, the risk of  public criticism can be 

very high, which  can damage your reputation. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

Overall, digital generation has performed an advantageous position in financial, social and 

enterprise boom. This digital revolution has converted the Indian market and its rapid growth 

in jobs and opportunities by encouraging entrepreneurs to offer their promising commercial 

enterprise ideas. Digital technology have created an interactive platform in many industries, 

services and organizations, and in the lives of the folks that connect us worldwide. Digital 

marketing has a significant impact on the development of the arena economy in developing 

international locations. Small companies make greater profit by means of using digital systems 

to transact with their clients. By maximizing the opportunities of records and communication 

technologies, we are able to minimize transaction charges. This discount will inspire agencies 

to increase the wide variety of transactions that cross organizational and geographic 

boundaries. Many growing international locations are not able to realize the efficiency and 

ability of net advertising and marketing. Very few deals have been made with new 

clients/providers via the Internet in growing international locations. Many industries in 

growing countries are characterized with the aid of the powerful use of digital B2B advertising. 

Trust may be very vital within the development of the digital marketplace; Otherwise, 

absolutely everyone will lose confidence and rather than reaping the benefits, matters will 

become more complex. Banking and economic services agencies in developing international 

locations should adopt on line payment practices and systems that meet the new desires in their 

clients attributable to the shift to virtual advertising. The authorities should additionally play a 

key function inside the development of virtual advertising by means of becoming an internet 

and business-friendly and prioritizing internet get admission to and utilization. 
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